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Showing, Teaching, and Releasing God’s Love

The Sun Sat on 2008
As I think of the sunset New Year’s Eve 2008, I
think of all that has happened this last year. So
many preparations came to fruition; being settled in
Honduras and getting started in ministry helping
Henry (my brother) and Mercy International.

We saw eleven of the Hope and a Future (H&F)
Students Graduate from High School (above), and
now they are looking towards University and
beginning new jobs.

We had a baptism in the mountains for 24 people
who came to know the Lord. Four couples of which
have now realized that living together without
marriage is sin and we will have a group wedding in
February.

We saw two Honduran missionaries become
established by Mercy International, to reach farther
into the mountains, whom I helped with the
baptism.
We saw God use people to fund a truck for us.
Praise God! Now we do not have to walk in the
rain. We can take supplies and people where they
need to go.

In addition, several local students graduating from
sixth grade asked us to include them in the
scholarship program, without which they will not be
able to continue their education because their
families are too poor to pay for school. I had the
honor of speaking at some of the graduations.
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We have an open door to give nutrition classes and
nursing classes in the Hospital. The nurses love to
see Melissa.

The H&F students helped prepare and plant the
garden at the Hospital. Now the garden is planted
and waiting for the rains to come water it.
We received another container for the hospital. We
hope to have one a year.
The year also came with some sadness that was
inevitable, seeing our daughter stay in the states to
attend school. She is doing well and is staying with
family in Arkansas.

Showing, Teaching, and Releasing God’s Love

We had services in the Invasion on Saturday nights.
For Christmas, we showed the Nativity Story movie
and for New Years we showed the tip of the spear
(a movie about missionaries.)

We received the first shipment of Vita Meal from
Feed the Children and some shirts and shoes with
the help of a church in Kansas City. Our desire is to
start a feeding center with the help and guidance of
Mercy International.
We saw a set of twins and two other babies come to
this world with one more on the way.

We are doing well, staying in Honduras for the
Holidays. The kids love to have us here and we are
learning much Spanish.

Now, with the sunset complete, we look towards a
new year. A dawning of a new time of
opportunities. Pray for 2009 and see what God does
in Honduras this year.

God Bless you all!
Dean & Melissa Lowman
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